Masala Masti
By Patrani

Get over it…I changed my name! The gossip is still the same, so who cares * wink, wink * So you must be
wondering…,“What does the Gossip Queen have in store for us today?” Well make sure your chai is extra kadak
today because this news is going to wake you up for sure!
The first thing I need to get off my mind is Jay
Sean and his multiple women. There is surely some
chemistry between Bollywood actress Priyanka
Chopra and R&B singer Jay Sean. What is the true
story? Who knows! We can only take it at face value.
We know Jay Sean loves Bollywood women because
in his early videos, he used actress Bipasha Basu.
And Jay Sean has made it OBVIOUS that he’ll be
using P-Chops in his next vid, especially via Twitter
when he said, “I don’t care if you are shooting with
Al Pacino, I’m stealing you for my video.”
Of course Chopra agreed. But I wonder … is she
doing this to boost her own singing career, or is
she genuinely interested in working with Jay Sean.
Whatever the case may be, the two have been seen
around Bombay quite frequently.
And incase you didn’t hear it … the Bachchan
bahurani is going to continue her acting career …
which means she will still continue her shoot for her
forthcoming release, Heroine. But director Madhur
Bhandarkar wasn’t too thrilled with this news. A
source for Bachchan stated to the press that, “Ash
has allotted 65 days to Madhur to complete his film.”
But that’s not what sources of Madhur are stating.
They are saying that 65 days is not enough to finish
the movie. Apparently the the script has scenes
where Ash needs to be under a waterfall and smoke
cigarettes – can’t have a prego Ash doing ciggy
scenes! Ash is due to deliver in November 2011 …
and if you think about it, in 60 days, she’s going to
be too heavy-set to be on screen.
And it also looks like
Ash is getting replaced
in films as well! Raj
Kumar Santoshi is
working on his next
release, Ladies and
Gentlemen, and it was
to star the Bachchanjodi. However Santoshi stated to the press, “The fact that Aishwarya and Abhishek
are going to be parents is far more important than anything to do with my film. The
nature of the part that she was playing no longer suits her.” Inside sources do say
that Preity Zinta has been approached for the film. But names like Katrina Kaif
and Deepika Padukone are also up for grabs.
It seems like Ash is my cup of tea for this month’s article. While we are on the topic
of Mrs. Bachchan … I think I ought to let you know that her PR team has made
it quite clear that for the rest of her pregnancy she is going to be out of Mumbai
because she doesn’t want to be “in this environment”, when she brings her child
into the world. I don’t know if she has realized it or not, but people (both fans &
media) are going to be crowding around her home whether she likes it or not. The
photographer that gets that first picture of her baby is going to be a superstar!
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